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1 READING COMPREHENSION

Read texts 1.1a–1.1f and then answer questions 1–25. Choose the 
best alternative for each item and mark your answers on the optical 
answer sheet in pencil.

Science update: Readers’ questions for the experts at Science 
Illustrated

Q: Why can’t we tickle ourselves?
A: Most people can’t resist giggling when their feet are tickled. But 
it’s nearly impossible to create the sensation by yourself. Researchers 
believe the reason for this resistance lies in our cerebellum, the region 
of the brain that controls motor function.
 In 2000, neuroscientist Sarah-Jayne Blakemore and her colleagues 
imaged brain activity in six people as they tickled themselves and 
were tickled by a robot. When the subjects tickled themselves, the 
cerebellum anticipated the sensory reaction and stopped other sensory 
areas in the brain from responding. When the tickle was unexpected, 
the cerebellum didn’t stop the reaction.

Q: Is running in sneakers bad for you?
A: In his 2009 book Born to Run, journalist Chris McDougall 
chronicled the barefoot running style of Mexico’s Tarahumara Indians. 
Their sneakerless long-distance treks and immunity to the kinds of foot 
and leg injuries that plague many runners helped spawn a subculture 
of barefoot joggers. Despite claims by barefoot enthusiasts that shoes 
hurt more than help by altering how our bodies naturally evolved to 
move, research into the subject is inconclusive. As of yet, there is no 
evidence that directly supports either argument, says Benno Nigg, an 
expert in biomechanics. His research suggests that our bodies adjust 
to whatever footwear we have on.

Q: Where does matter that gets sucked into a black hole end up?
A: One theory is that white holes, which have never actually been 
observed, expel matter sucked into black holes back into the universe. 
The concept is an entirely mathematical solution to the equations in 
Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity, which explains how 
gravity governs time and space.
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 After using Einstein’s equations to support the existence of black 
holes – where gravity pulls matter and light seemingly into oblivion 
– physicists started questioning where that matter goes. In 1935, 
Einstein and Nathan Rosen suggested that a bridge, or wormhole, 
might connect a black hole to a white hole that discharges the matter. 
One problem: white holes can exist only in a universe where time can 
move backward, which is improbable in our universe. But scientists 
haven’t ruled out the possibility that they exist in other universes, 
which, of course, also have yet to be observed.
 Other scientists, however, have suggested what is perhaps a more 
plausible explanation: the matter getting sucked into a black hole 
could get stretched and torn apart, and eventually become part of the 
black hole itself.

Source: Science Illustrated, November / December 2010

Old world, new world

The first American pilgrims happened to live in the midst of perhaps 
the most exciting period in the history of the English language – a 
time when 12,000 words were being added to the language at home 
and revolutionary activities were taking place in every realm of human 
endeavour. It was also a time of considerable change in the structure 
of the language. The 104 pilgrims who sailed from Plymouth in 1620 
were among the first generation of people to use the s form with verbs, 
saying has rather than hath, runs rather than runneth. Similarly, thee 
and thou pronoun forms were dying out. Had the pilgrims come a 
quarter of a century earlier, America might well have preserved those 
forms, as it preserved other archaisms such as gotten.
 The new settlers in America obviously had to come up with new 
words to describe their New World, and this necessity naturally 
increased as they moved inland. Partly this was achieved by borrowing 
from others who inhabited or explored the untamed continent. From 
the Dutch they took landscape and cookie. They also may have taken 
Yankee, as a corruption of the Dutch Jan Kees (‘John Cheese’). The 
suggestion is that Jan Kees was a name used for a Dutchman in 
America, rather like John Bull for an Englishman, but the historical 
evidence is slight. 
 Often the new immigrants borrowed Indian terms, though these 
could take some swallowing. Consequently, Indian loanwords 
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were often shortened and modified. The English-sounding hickory 
was created out of the Indian pawcohiccora. Some idea of the 
bewilderments of Indian orthography is indicated by the fact that 
Chippewa and Ojibway are different names for the same tribe as 
interpreted by different people at different times. Sometimes words 
went through many transformations before they sat comfortably on 
the English-speaking tongue. Manhattan has been variously recorded 
as Manhates, Manthanes, Manhattae, and at least half a dozen others. 
Even the simple word Iowa has been recorded with sixty-four spellings. 
Despite the difficulties of rendering them into English, Indian names 
were borrowed for the names of more than half the American states 
and for countless thousands of rivers, lakes, and towns. Yet Americans 
borrowed no more than three or four dozen Indian words for everyday 
objects – among them canoe, raccoon, hammock, and tobacco.

Source: Bill Bryson, Mother Tongue, 1991

Shuffle up and deal

Pinpointing a precise moment when the world changes is never easy, 
even in retrospect. Yet it is possible to say with relative confidence that 
the world of gambling was changed dramatically by an event around a 
green felt table at Binion’s Horseshoe in Las Vegas on May 23rd, 2003, 
the final day of that year’s World Series of Poker (WSOP). The hand 
immediately preceding the final table – the last nine of the tournament’s 
839 competitors who would play for $2.5m – pitted Phil Ivey, one 
of the sharpest and most ruthless players of his time, against Chris 
Moneymaker, an unknown 27-year-old accountant from Nashville. 
The newcomer eliminated Mr Ivey thanks to a lucky draw on the last 
card dealt. Mr Ivey, a stone-faced old-school player, declined to shake 
hands. Mr Moneymaker went on to win the tournament.
 His victory created what came to be called “the Moneymaker 
effect”: interest in poker soared. Suddenly spending time playing a 
game on a computer looked like a road to riches. And those riches 
seemed attainable. The stars in poker, unlike those in professional 
sport, look very much like the spectators; they just happen to be 
more successful. In the years since Mr Moneymaker’s victory, the 
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tournament has variously been won by a patent lawyer, a Hollywood 
agent and a 21-year-old professional poker player.
 It is not just professional poker that has changed out of all 
recognition in the past decade, but all forms of gambling worldwide. 
The reason has been simple: for the first time anyone who wants to 
gamble and has an internet connection can do so. The desire has been 
there for much of recorded history. An excavation of a bronze-age city 
in south-eastern Iran turned up a pair of dice dating back nearly 5,000 
years. Islam forbids gambling, but the Bible mentions casting lots to 
determine an outcome.
 Gambling’s widespread and enduring appeal comes as much from 
the hope of imposing order on the fundamental randomness of the 
world as from the expectation of economic gain (though that certainly 
has its charms). Blaming a bad result on an offended spirit or a good 
result on divine favour is far more comforting than accepting the cold 
indifference of probability. 
 Obviously, the numbers make most forms of gambling a useless 
game. The odds of winning the jackpot in America’s richest lottery are 
one in 176m, whereas a European version available to players in nine 
western European countries, offers slightly better odds: one in 76m. 
Roulette players, on average, will hit their number once in 36 or 37 
attempts. Poker players’ chances of being dealt a royal flush are much 
the same as being struck by lightning.

Source: The Economist, July 8, 2010

Life lessons: ways to win people over

Although most folks say they want to hear what they can gain by 
taking your advice, they’re actually more influenced by what they 
have to lose by not heeding it. For example, you’ll get further with 
your boss if you emphasize the revenue you’ll miss out on by not 
pursuing a project, rather than by citing any potential benefits. That’s 
why the phrase “Don’t miss it!” is more effective in ads than “Take 
this opportunity.” – Noah Goldstein
 As an online journalist, I often get yelled at for something I’ve 
written. These attacks usually appear on other people’s blogs, and 
(as long as they are rational) I try to repost them on my own. Doing 
this helps prevent “flame wars” (an escalating exchange of nasty 
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cyberdialogue), because I am listening to and stating their opinions, 
after all. Outside the internet, the same rule applies. If you’re trying 
to explain to your kid that he can’t stay up late, begin by stating his 
opinion – “Look, I know that you want to read the last 492 pages of 
Harry Potter” – before adding your two cents. Even if he’s reluctant 
to concede the point, he’ll appreciate the fact that you listened to him 
in the first place. – Ben Smith

Source: Real Simple, November 2010

Damself lies in distress

Dragonflies and damselflies have shrunk since the time when some 
had wingspans of 70 centimetres, some 300 million years ago, perhaps 
because the atmosphere nowadays has less oxygen to power such 
monstrous insects. But a few modern species carry on the supersize 
tradition. One is the African damselfly Coryphagrion grandis, which 
has a body up to 12 centimetres long. All the other giant damselflies 
live in South America. It seems the African species is a relative that 
got separated from its brethren when the two continents broke apart 
120 million years ago.
 In a reversal of the natural order of things, these flies feed on 
spiders, hovering in front of them and plucking the luckless insects 
from their webs. Their young live in water, normally in pools between 
the roots of trees or in hollowed-out trunks, and sometimes in 
discarded coconut shells. The larvae are carnivores, and not above 
eating each other. As a result, it is rare to find more than one larva in a 
single tree hole, says damselfly expert Viola Clausnitzer. Damselflies 
live in coastal forests that once formed a continuous belt in east Africa 
but are now fragmented, forcing the creatures into small, vulnerable 
populations.

Source: New Scientist, October 30, 2010

A Question of Belief

The back cover of Donna Leon’s A Question of Belief outlines the 
book as follows:

As Venice experiences a debilitating heatwave, Commissario Brunetti 
prepares to escape the city and spend time with his family in the 
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mountains. For Inspettore Vianello, however, the weather is the last 
thing on his mind; it appears his aunt has become obsessed with 
horoscopes and has been withdrawing large amounts of money from 
the family business. Not knowing what to do, he consults Brunetti 
and asks permission to trail her. This ‘unofficial’ investigation leads 
them to the flat of Stefano Gorini. But who is this man? And why is 
Vianello’s aunt giving him large amounts of money?
 Meanwhile, Brunetti receives a visit from a friend who works at 
the Commune, the City of Venice. It seems that discrepancies have 
been occurring at the Courthouse involving Judge Luisa Coltellini 
and Araldo Fontana, an usher with a flawless track record. Intrigued, 
Brunetti asks Signorina Elletra to find out what she can while he is 
away on his family holiday.
 When news reaches Brunetti that Araldo Fontana has been 
murdered in a violent attack, he returns to the city to head up the 
investigation. But why would someone want a good man dead, 
and what might his death have to do with the discrepancies at the 
Courthouse? It soon becomes clear that things are not what they 
seem, and, as suspicions arise, Brunetti has to dig ever deeper to 
uncover the truth behind the façade.

Source: Donna Leon, A Question of Belief, 2010

Suomenkieliset koulut:
Lue seuraavat tekstit ja vastaa niiden pohjalta lyhyesti suomeksi 
kysymyksiin a–e. Kirjoita vastauksesi selvällä käsialalla kielikokeen 
vastauslomakkeen A-puolelle.

Svenska skolor:
Läs följande texter och svara sedan kort på svenska på frågorna a–e. 
Skriv svaren med tydlig handstil på sida A av svarsblanketten för 
språkproven.

Squid on the Fly 
The millions of Humboldt squid, aka jumbo flying squid, live “fast 
and furious” lives, says oceanographer Ken Baltz. “They hunt and eat 
and hunt and eat” for a year or two, then expire. Their diet is mainly 
fish, an occasional floating seabird – and sometimes each other. Once 
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in a great while they “fly” by ejecting themselves from the water. 
Given that a squid’s body plus tentacles can run six feet and top the 
scales at 80 pounds, that’s quite a feat. Flight might be a way to evade 
predators, although scientists don’t know exactly why squids soar. Nor 
do they understand why the squid can quickly change from red to pink 
to maroon: maybe to confuse the prey, maybe to signal each other.
 Now this warm-water denizen is in the news because of an 
unexpected incursion into the northern Pacific. Its big appetite will 
surely affect the ecosystem there. If salmon are also on the menu, 
adds William Gilly, a biologist at Hopkins Marine Station of Stanford 
University, Northwest fisheries will suffer. But he doesn’t buy reports 
of summer 2009 attacks on San Diego scuba divers. “A squid might 
nudge with a toothed appendage to assess edibility,” he says. “They’re 
smart and curious and really tactile.” Anyone in a wet suit would be 
deemed unfit for cephalopod consumption.

Source: National Geographic, August 2010

a) Mikä kalmareiden käytöksessä ihmetyttää tutkijoita? 
 (Mainitse kaksi asiaa.)
 Vad är det i bläckfiskarnas beteende som förvånar forskarna? 
 (Nämn två saker.)

b) Millä kahdella tavalla kalmareiden arvellaan lähiaikoina olevan  
 haitaksi?
 På vilka två olika sätt tror man att bläckfiskar kommer att
 förorsaka skador inom den närmaste framtiden?

What was the Cocos Islands Mutiny?
During the Second World War, only three servicemen from British 
and Commonwealth forces were executed for mutiny. All three were 
participants in the Cocos Islands Mutiny, which took place in May 
1942 on the small group of islands of that name in the Indian Ocean. 
Soldiers from what was then Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) were garrisoned 
on one of the Cocos Islands to defend a vital radio and telegraph 
station. On the night of 8 May, a dozen of them, led by Bombardier 
Gratien Fernando, an advocate of Ceylonese independence from 
Britain, attempted to take control of the island.  The mutineers were 
stopped when their Bren gun jammed at a crucial moment. Three men, 

(continued on page 12)
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Science update: Readers’ questions ...

 1. When do we experience the sensation of tickling?
  A When the brain’s sensory parts are activated
  B When we are tuned into it
  C When we are not waiting for it

 2. Why can’t we tickle ourselves?
  A We are not sensitive to ourselves
  B Our brains prevent it
  C It causes discomfort

 3. Is running in sneakers unwise?
  A Studies suggest that this is the case
  B It is difficult to draw definite conclusions
  C Using sneakers seems advisable

 4. What does Benno Nigg say about running?
  A Proper shoes are necessary for all distances
  B Barefoot runners tend to develop fewer injuries
  C It does not matter what shoes we wear

 5. What does a wormhole theoretically do?
  A It may serve as a tunnel through universes
  B It could provide a link between black and white holes
  C It might destroy the matter sucked in by a black hole

 6. Why are white holes problematic?
  A They require time reversal
  B Only a few scientists have recognized them
  C They cannot be found in any universe

 7. What most likely happens to the matter subsumed into a black  
 hole?
  A The matter slowly dissolves forever
  B The matter immediately ceases from existing
  C The matter simply integrates into the black hole

8
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 Old world, new world

 8. What characterized the world in the early 17th century?
  A Languages were undergoing drastic changes
  B Revolutions were sweeping through Europe
  C All areas of life were in transition

 9. What happened to the settlers’ English in North America?
  A Its vocabulary was altered altogether
  B It underwent an adaptation in pronunciation
  C It retained certain grammatical features

10. What motivated the settlers to adopt new loan words?
  A The abundance of inappropriate terms in English
  B The need for accurate characterization of the    
   surroundings
  C The new possibilities for choosing words

11. What is said about the origins of the word Yankee?
  A The origins are probably clear
  B The origins are in the Dutch language
  C The origins are unclear

12. What happened as Indian words were taken into English?
  A The words underwent certain changes
  B Their meanings were altered
  C The words were lengthened

13. How did the settlers name places?
  A By choosing only Indian place names
  B By alternating between Indian and other place names
  C By putting together Indian and English words

14. What is the overall conclusion of this text excerpt?
  A Language change is affected by interaction
  B Language change is motivated by personal choices
  C Language change remains a mystery

9
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Shuffle up and deal

15. What’s the “Moneymaker effect”? 
  A Gambling quickly becomes less popular
  B Gambling is viewed as an unlikely means to success
  C Gambling offers equal chances for success

16. How has the world of gambling changed?
  A People from all walks of life now attend tournaments
   in person
  B Online access has made playing effortless
  C The number of professional players has increased

17. What is said about the history of gambling?
  A All the major world religions ban gambling 
  B Gambling has always been a pastime
  C Gambling practices have remained unchanged

18. What explains the overall attraction of gambling?
  A It guarantees a reasonable income 
  B It offers a unique pastime
  C It serves as a means to view reality

19. How does the text characterize gambling?
  A Gambling makes people rich
  B The odds of winning are substantial
  C Gambling hardly ever pays off

Life lessons: ways to win people over

20. What does Noah Goldstein say helps in winning people over?
  A Telling someone what she will not get if she doesn’t   
   cooperate
  B Making the other person feel appreciated to flatter   
   their egos
  C Always leaving room for discussion to allow people to  
   have their say

10
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21. According to Ben Smith, how can you persuade someone else?
  A By becoming an active online commentator
  B By repeating the other person’s argument
  C By showing that you have set an example

Damself lies in distress

22. What is said about the African damselfly?
  A Its ability to consume oxygen is exceptional
  B An identical species was spotted in another part of the  
   world
  C It comes from a long line of prehistoric insects

23. How are the offspring characterized?
  A The larvae rarely consume meat
  B Siblings live together in built-up areas
  C The young usually lead solitary lives

A Question of Belief

24. What does this novel’s opening setting involve?
  A An unusually busy day for a police inspector in Italy
  B Someone’s superstitious behavior resulting in an   
   investigation
  C A professional offering a friend unwanted advice

25. According to this text, what actions will Brunetti now take?
  A Outline a plan for necessary actions to be taken
  B Leave the case alone for the foreseeable future
  C Look beneath the surface of things

11
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including Fernando, were hanged at the Welikada Prison in Colombo, 
Ceylon in August 1942.

Source: BBC History Magazine, November 2010

c) Mikä Fernandon tavoite oli Kookossaarten kapinassa, ja miksi  
 kapina epäonnistui?
 Vilket mål hade Fernando med upproret på Kokosöarna, och   
 varför misslyckades upproret?

Body art  
Researchers at the University of Wroclaw in Poland measured about 
200 men and women – half of them inked or pierced in places other 
than their earlobes – for body symmetry, or how similar their right 
and left sides are. (Greater similarity indicates genetic health and is 
associated with sexual attractiveness.)
 Among the research subjects, men with bodily decorations exhibited 
greater symmetry than those without, whereas no differences emerged 
in women. Because people who are less symmetric did not opt more 
often for tattoos or piercings, researchers rejected one widely held 
hypothesis that suggested people use physical graffiti to hide or 
distract from imperfections in their appearance.
 The results jibe with a different theory – getting stuck with needles 
can endanger one’s health via infections, so the study supports the 
evolutionary “handicap” theory that only those of high biological 
quality can afford such risky behavior. The impulse to get inked may 
be a risk-taking behavior inherited from ancestors who were strong 
enough to endure injuries and survive – as opposed to those whose 
ancestors survived by avoiding risk and injury. Therefore, at least 
in men, body art could serve as an “honest” signal of fitness in the 
Darwinian sense. So maybe that’s why pierced, tattooed rock stars do 
so well with the ladies.

Source: Scientific American Mind, May/June 2010

d) Minkä eron puolalaiset tutkijat löysivät miesten ja naisten välillä?
 Vilken skillnad mellan män och kvinnor upptäckte de polska   
 forskarna?

e) Mitä ennen oletettiin tatuoimisen ja lävistysten syyksi, ja minkä  
 uuden selityksen tutkimus antaa?
 Vad trodde man förr var orsaken till tatuering och piercing, och  
 vilken ny tolkning presenterar forskningen?

12
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2.1

2 GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY

Read the text carefully and for each item (26–55) choose the alternative 
that best fits the context. Mark your answers on the optical answer 
sheet in pencil.

Jesus Christ and the legends of 
Glastonbury

Sung at rugby matches and patriotic 
occasions like the Last Night of the Proms, 
__26__ hymn ‘Jerusalem’ has become 
England’s unofficial national anthem. 
Its uplifting lines conjure up the wild 
idea that Jesus Christ himself set foot in 
England at some moment during __27__ 
thirty-three years on earth. If Pytheas 
the Greek and Julius Caesar could make 
__28__ from the Mediterranean, why not 
the Saviour?
 It could not possibly be. If Christ 
__29__ the time and means to travel 
the five thousand miles all the way from 
Palestine across Europe to England 
and back again in the __30__ of his 
brief life, it would certainly have been 
recorded in the Gospels. And would not 
Christ himself have referred to the great 
adventure __31__ in his teaching? 
 The myth has entered the folk memory 
sideways, through the fables inspired by 
Joseph of Arimathea, the rich disciple 
who __32__ the tomb for Christ’s body 
after the crucifixion. The Gospels tell 
us quite a lot about Joseph (not to be 
confused __33__ Christ’s father, Joseph 
the carpenter).

26. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –

27. A all
 B his
 C the
 D –

28. A it
 B that
 C them
 D –

29. A had
 B had had
 C would have
 D would have had

30. A cause
 B coarse
 C course
 D curse

31. A anywhere
 B everywhere
 C nowhere
 D somewhere

32. A provided
 B provided for
 C has provided
 D provided with

33. A by
 B of
 C to
 D with



A well-respected member of the 
Sanhedrin, or the Supreme Council of 
the Jews, Joseph had kept secret his 
dangerous conversion to the message of 
Jesus. __34__ was only a man of such 
standing who could have gone to Pontius 
Pilate, the Roman governor of Judaea, 
and __35__ for Christ’s dead body.
 But over the centuries – and we __36__ 
of more than a dozen centuries – extra 
exploits were attributed to this substantial 
and intriguing character. Joseph __37__ 
to have been one of the disciples who 
travelled to northern Europe preaching 
the gospel. He was credited with __38__ 
the first monastery in Britain. Other tales 
supposed that he had made his wealth 
in the metals trade, and had been in the 
__39__ of visiting the south-west in 
search of Cornwall’s tin and Somerset’s 
high-quality lead. __40__ even imagined 
that Joseph was the uncle of the Virgin 
Mary, and therefore the great-uncle of 
Christ, __41__ might have brought the 
boy along on one of his business trips to 
the region.
 In 1502 came the first mention of 
a __42__ relic that might lend some 
substance to these extraordinary tales – 
a hawthorn bush growing at Glastonbury 
Abbey in Somerset. Blossoming un-
usually around Christmastime, in the 
depths of winter and on Christ’s birthday, 
it was known as the Holy Thorn and was 
said to have been planted by Joseph of 

34. A He
 B It
 C One
 D There

35. A ask
 B asks
 C asked
 D asking

36. A talk
 B talking
 C are talking
 D have talked

37. A says
 B it is said
 C is said
 D has said

38. A finding
 B founding
 C to find
 D has founded

39. A custom
 B habit
 C manner
 D way

40. A It was
 B It has
 C There was
 D There has

41. A although
 B and so
 C and yet
 D but

42. A alive
 B life
 C lively
 D living
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Arimathea himself when he __43__ his 
staff into the ground and it took root. It 
was further said that Joseph had cut his 
staff from __44__ same bush as Christ’s 
crown of thorns – and modern botanists 
have established that the Glastonbury 
thorn, a pinkish-flowered hawthorn, 
is indeed a plant that originated in the 
Middle East. It blooms in Glastonbury to 
this day and the first sprig of blossom is 
ceremonially cut every year and presented 
to the Queen, who __45__ it on her desk 
over Christmas.
 In 1808, at the height of Britain’s 
bitter wars against Napoleon, the artist 
and poet William Blake pulled together 
the elements of the various Jesus and 
Glastonbury legends __46__ the poem 
that we now know as ‘Jerusalem’. Blake 
was a mystic and a radical, then making 
his living in a grimy engraving workshop 
in the sooty slums of London, where he 
dreamed of angels. He abhorred __47__ 
he memorably described as the ‘dark 
satanic mills’ of industrial Britain, and 
he nursed the vision that a shining new 
society might be built. Jerusalem in our 
own day __48__ be a sadly afflicted and 
tragically unholy place, but to Blake it 
was something glorious.
 Just over a century later, during the 
horrors of World War I when the flower 
of Europe’s youth __49__ slaughtered 
in the trenches of northern France, the 
composer Hubert Parry set the visionary 
words to music. __50__ first time the 

43. A stack
 B stacked
 C stick
 D stuck

44. A a
 B an
 C the
 D –

45. A holds
 B keeps
 C likes
 D wears

46. A create
 B to create
 C created
 D has created

47. A that
 B what
 C which
 D –

48. A may
 B must
 C ought
 D shall

49. A to be
 B has been
 C was
 D was being

50. A At
 B For
 C The
 D When
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stirring strains of ‘Jerusalem’ were heard 
in public was at a ‘Votes for Women’ 
concert in 1916, setting the note of 
reform and regeneration that the anthem 
retains to this day.
 Let us say one more time – we can be 
as sure __51__ the sun rises that Jesus 
Christ __52__ set foot in Glastonbury, or 
anywhere else in England. The legend of 
Joseph of Arimathea is not history. But 
over the centuries the story would play 
its part in inspiring history. In words and 
music, ‘Jerusalem’ gives wing to the 
sense of hope and shared endeavour that a 
community needs if it __53__ to believe 
in itself – a vision of a national spirit as 
clean and __54__ as England’s beautiful 
green countryside. Things may be good, 
but __55__ get too self-satisfied – ‘better 
must come’.

Source: Robert Lacey, Great Tales from English 
History. London 2008 [2003].

51. A as
 B than
 C that
 D when

52. A did
 B did not
 C might
 D might not

53. A is
 B has
 C was
 D will

54. A poor
 B pore
 C pour
 D pure

55. A let me
 B let’s
 C let us
 D let us not
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2.2 Fill in the blanks using the suggestions where given. Write your 
answers in the given order on side B of the answer sheet. Write each 
answer on a separate line. Please write clearly.

In defence of teachers

As a secondary school teacher, I was 
angered to read Sean Lang’s critique of 
history teaching in schools. Dr Lang 
seems to forget that we teach young 
people aged 11 to 13, 16, 17 or 18 (__1__ 
how long they choose to study history). 

 1. riippuen /
 beroende på



We don’t teach university students, who 
have already been inspired __2__ my 
colleagues and me. We, therefore, have 
to battle hormones, social life, lack of 
interest __3__ school, the opposite sex 
and other curricular subjects to engage 
the __4__ attention.
 As historians __5__, we would like a 
break from the Nazis also, but the simple 
truth is that these are the subjects the kids 
want to learn about, and a walk into any 
history bookshop shows you they are not 
alone. There is so much media generated 
regarding these topics that it is a great 
vehicle for teaching in __6__ variety of 
ways to __6__ variety of pupils; not all of 
whom have the means and ability to go to 
university.
 Dr Lang seems to forget that out of 
a class of 30, perhaps one or two __7__ 
to study history at university level and 
that, essentially, he sees the cream of 
our crop. That is why the move towards 
content to teach skills is an important 
development. At a time __8__ there is so 
much information available, pupils must 
__9__ not to trust all that they read.
 Therefore, if I say goodbye to a boy 
aged 13 knowing he will never study his-
tory again and the one thing he remem-
bers is not why William the Conqueror 
__10__ the battle of Hastings, but that 
information is biased and must be ques-
tioned, then I consider my job well done. 
Emma Slavin, Glasgow

Source: BBC History Magazine, November 2010

 2.

 3. prepositio/
 preposition

 4. oppilaiden/elevernas
 5. itse/själva

 6. 

 7.   choose

 8. jolloin/då

 9. teach

10. win
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3 PRODUCTION

Write a composition of between 150 and 250 words on one of 
the following topics. Please write clearly on the notebook paper 
(konseptipaperi/konceptpapper) provided. Follow the guidance. Count 
the number of words in your essay and write it at the end.

1.  Chalk and Talk or More Modern Technology?
You have been invited to give the students’ point-of-view in a youth 
delegation discussing what makes good teaching. Are traditional 
methods, like blackboards and exercise books, enough, or do we 
need the latest gadgets? Write your speech.

2.  My Kind of TV-programmes
The BBC is planning its programmes for the coming year. Write 
an online letter to the directors to suggest the kinds of programmes 
you would like to watch and at what times of the day/week. Give 
reasons for your suggestions.

3.  “If I ran the country, I’d throw Halloween on the bonfire”
This is what Dominic Sandbrook writes in the BBC History 
Magazine. Is there any festive day you consider useless and why? 
Write a letter to the editor of this magazine and explain your 
reasons for getting rid of the festival you have chosen.

4.  American Pet Ownership
Consider the statistics below and explain what they tell about 
pets owned by Americans. What do these figures reveal about the 
owners and the society they live in? Do not repeat these numbers 
in your composition, but instead draw conclusions from them.

American Pet Ownership 2007:

Fish – 151.6 million
Cats – 88.3 million
Dogs – 74.8 million
Small furry animals – 24.3 million
Birds – 16 million
Snakes/other reptiles – 13.4 million

Source: AAPMA statistics, exoticpets.about.com
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KOKEEN PISTEITYS  /  POÄNGSÄTTNINGEN AV PROVET

__________________________________________________________

Tehtävä Osioiden  Pisteitys Paino- Enint.  Arvostelu-
  määrä  kerroin*  lomakkeen
      sarake
__________________________________________________________

Uppgift Antal del- Poäng- Koefficient* Max.  Kolumn på
  uppgifter  sättning   bedömnings-
      blanketten
__________________________________________________________

1.1a–f  25  x  1/0 p. |  x 2 50 p. 1

1.2   5  x  2–0 p. |  x 2 20 p. 2

2.1    30  x  1/0 p. |  x 1 30 p. 3

2.2    10  x  1–0 p. |  x 1 10 p. 4

3        99 p. 7
             _________ ______    

            
           Yht./Tot. 209 p.

* Painotus tapahtuu lautakunnassa. 
  Viktningen görs av nämnden.


